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then fo g is a differentiate mapping of I into the underlying real Banach
space F0 of F, and (8.4.1) shows that its derivative at a point £el
is/(0(D/(#(£))) (remember here g'($ is a complex number).
When E = R and F is a real Banach space, the notion of derivative can
be greatly generalized: for any subset J c R and any point £0 e J such that
£0 is a cluster point of J - {£0}, we can define, for a mapping /of J into F,
the derivative off at £0 (w/YA respect to J) as the limit (when it exists)
When the limit exists, we say that /is differentiable at £0, with respect to J.
We shall only consider the case in which J is an interval of R; then at the
interior points of I, the derivative with respect to J coincides (when it exists)
with the usual one; at the origin a (resp. extremity ft) of J, when it belongs to
J, the derivative of /with respect to J is also called the derivative on the right
(resp. on the left) of /at the point a (resp. /?) and written //(a) or D+/(a)
(resp.fg(p) or D _/(/?)). Theorem (8.4.1) is still valid when in the assumptions
we suppose I is an interval and g has a derivative with respect to I at £;
then if/is differentiate in A,/o g has a derivative at £ with respect to I given
by the same formula (#'(£) being replaced by the derivative of g with respect
to I). The proof is that of (8.2.1) with the obvious modifications. We omit
the most usual consequences of that theorem, such as the result correspond-
ing to (8.2.2).
PROBLEMS
1. (a) Let/be a continuous mapping of an interval I c R into a Banach space E. In
order that/be differentiable at an interior point x0 of I, it is necessary and sufficient
that (/(x0 + h) -f(x0 ~ k))/(h + k) have a limit in E when the point (h, k) tends to
(0,0) in the set of pairs such that h > 0, k > 0.
 (b)	The real function/equal to x2 sin(l/x) for x ^ 0, to 0 for x = 0, is differentiable in
R, but (/(x) -f(y))l(x - y) has no limit when (x, y) tends to (0, 0) in the set of pairs
such that x > 0, y > 0, x ^ y.
 (c)	In the interval 1 = [0,1], the sequence of continuous functions /„ is defined as
follows: /0(/) = t; for each n ^ 1, /„ has the form a/ + ft in each of the 3" intervals
-_ «c / < ___      for
moreover

